
What is on the Moon and Underneath Antarctica

Human Moon Bases and Colonies

This is approximately what the Lunar
Operations Command base looks like on
the moon that the highest tier of the
Secret Space Program is in charge of. The
base is made up of polymer none
destructible biodegradable materials and
shield reflective plexi-glass windows.

As well there are dome cities on the
moon with human colonies. These cities
have a sustainable atmosphere and
gravity so human populations can live in
them for prolonged periods of time.

Originally there had been domed cities
built on the moon by the ancient builder
races, and the SSP reverse engineered
the architecture of these cities in order
to build their own bases as well as livable
habitat colonies.
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Moon Dome Cities High Rises

These are images of the moon dome cities. The
cities are high rise buildings with living quarters,
hydroponic and aquaponics gardens, parks,
research facilities, working offices, small shopping
malls, etc.

There are electromagnetic elevators and lifts that
travel up and down between the various floor
levels of the domed cities. As well there are tube
tunnels for subway trains and hover cars to
transport people or equipment throughout the
cities.

The cities having walking trams for those
individuals who prefer to walk or use the cycle
hover scooters throughout the city instead of
taking transportation.

There is clean air and recyclable water that is
continually self filtered making it safe to live in the
eco friendly sustainable cities.
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Medical Research Facility and 
Health Center on Moon Colony

Natural Energy Refinement 
Facility and Electrical Plant
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Ascension technology left
behind on the moon by the
ancient builder races. This
tech allows human beings
to energetically evolve to
higher dimensional states
of existence through the
light ray crystal bio modules
imbedded in the ascension
chairs.

The ascension technology is located in the ancient ruins on
the moon. All the ruins are off limits for visitors only select
people who are assigned to study them can have entrance
access for research purposes. The ascension chamber
chairs have energetic key code sequences that when
activated can still create ascension time dilation windows
which can change the molecular structure of the human
body to rapidly evolve to a different dimensional level then
what they used to be before sitting in the ascension chair.
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Location of Atlantis Base and City currently covered by continental ice sheet
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Largest Atlantean Base in Antarctica

This is one of the largest Atlantean bases
along with cities that is located in the
middle of Antarctica. The location of this
base outpost is shown in the previous slide
image of the Antarctica map.

There are other Atlantean outposts and
cities that were built on the continent of
Antarctica. These outposts and cities are
still covered by the continental ice sheets
that is why they cannot be seen on the
surface of Antarctica with satellites.

These bases, outposts, and cities are still
functional and are being used by the Secret
Space Program as their operational facilities
on Earth in conjunction with the Moon and
Mars bases/colonies.

In the below two slides there is information
provided about what type of Ancient
Builder Race technology was found in the
Atlantean outposts in Antarctica.



Hidden Truth About Antarctica

There are ancient Atlantean city

bases under the Antarctica ice in

tunnel chambers, as well there is

a crystal skull there that various

scientist expeditions want to

retrieve.

Free energy crystal power

generator station.

Scientist teams are going to Antarctica

to retrieve the builder races (ET)

advanced technology like crystal power

generators, psychic chairs that allow

neural link interfaces with multiple

people at the same time, cryo-genic

sleeping pods, and advanced micro –

computer technology.

Tunnel systems to

the Atlantean city

base outposts.
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This is what the Atlantean city outposts looked like in Antarctica before two of the last ice ages covered up the outposts. The advanced technologies of the builder and guardian races

are still located in these outposts. This technology has free energy source power and also star gateway portals that are still active, allowing for space travel to nearby planets or galaxies.

Secret tunnel entrances for the stealth propulsion

powered submarines to enter Antarctica. These

submarines travel close to the speed of light under water.

Psychic chairs that

allow to create

neural links for

forms of telepathic

communication and

bilocation travel.


